
D r i n k s

POLISHED GLASSES OF RED BOR
deaux from 12 top chateaux face five  
expert tasters. The vintage is 2009, 
one of the best in the past decade for 
France’s most famous wine region. 
Critics raved about the wines’ ripe, op-
ulent, seductive and dramatic char-
acter while they were still aging in 
barrels. Futures prices were astronom-
ical, up as much as 350 percent from 

the previous vintage and the most ex-
pensive ever.

Now, these stellar wines are in retail 
shops. To see which ones are worth 
buying, four fellow judges and I re-
cently gathered on the 28th floor of 
Bloomberg LP’s New York headquar-
ters for a blind tasting of a dozen exam-
ples. The wines cost from $40 to $250 
a bottle—pretty reasonable when 

compared with first growths such as 
Chateau Lafite Rothschild and Ch. La-
tour that go for $1,100 to $1,700.

As we swirl, sniff, sip and spit into 
metal buckets, we’re looking for com-
plexity in aromas and flavors; rich, 
deep textures; a balance of tannin, acid-
ity and alcohol; elegant structure; and a 
long finish—the hallmarks of great Bor-
deaux. We rate each wine up to a maxi-
mum of four stars and try to pinpoint 
its character on our tasting sheets.

An hour later, we’re sharing our im-
pressions. “Overall, the wines really 
show the high quality of the 2009s and 
the vintage’s style,” says Michael 
Jessen, managing director at Zachys 
Wine Auctions, who will be presiding 
over a sale of great Bordeaux in Hong 
Kong on May 24 and 25. He throws out 
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Our panel of judges rates 12 bottles  
from 2009, which was a very good year.
by Elin mcCoy

Taste of Bordeaux
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THe JUDges

words and phrases like “classy,” “darkly 
fruity,” “spicy fruitcake flavors” and 
“sexy textured.”

Bernard Sun, beverage director for 
Jean- Georges Restaurants—whose 
wine lists feature plenty of Bordeaux, 
including 10 vintages of first-growth 
Ch. Margaux—says, “I gave three stars 
to more than half the wines.”

Though the world’s largest fine wine 
region boasts 8,500 estates, fewer than 
100 are in high demand. Our lineup in-
cludes bottles from chateaux ranked 
second through fifth growth in the his-
toric 1855 classification for the Medoc 
as well as from top properties in Graves 
and St.-Emilion.

When I tally the scores and reveal 
the bottles, our winner and several 
tasters’ top-scoring wine, No. 8, turns 

out to be Ch. d’Issan. At $80, it also 
qualifies as a top value. “It’s full of fi-
nesse and plummy fruit and will def-
initely age well,” says Jason Wright, 
owner of investment firm Geer Moun-
tain Holdings LLC and a longtime Bor-
deaux lover.

Sun, who’s always thinking about 
how wines could pair with food, says 
the Ch. d’Issan would be great with  
a grass-fed steak.

D’Issan, a picture-perfect 17th- 
century chateau—with a moat—in the 
Margaux appellation, has been improv-
ing ever since Emmanuel Cruse took 
over his family’s property in 1998. As 
with many Bordeaux estates, its red is a 
blend of cabernet sauvignon and mer-
lot. In February, French real estate mo-
gul and Racing Metro 92 rugby club 

owner Jacky Lorenzetti purchased a 50 
percent stake in Ch. d’Issan.

Our close second is No. 7, rich, won-
derfully balanced Ch. Beychevelle. 
Mark Golodetz, owner of Sleepy Hol-
low Wine Co., which invests in fine 
wines, calls it “elegant, with a great fin-
ish.” It costs $40 more than d’Issan, 
which moves the talk to prices.

Bordeaux produces the vast majority 
of the world’s investment-grade reds. 
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Above, left to right:  
mark golodetz of Sleepy 
Hollow Wine, Geer Mountain’s 
Jason Wright, elin mcCoy, 
Zachys Wine Auctions’ 
michael Jessen and 
Bernard sun of  
John-Georges Restaurants



Elin McCoy is thE drinks ColuMnist for 
blooMbErg MarkEts. ElinMCCoy@gMail.CoM

Last year, bottles of 2009 dominated 
trading on Liv-ex, the London-based 
electronic wine exchange, in both vol-
ume and value. Most 2009s haven’t 
risen significantly in price from the fu-
tures’ release, and some have actually 
declined.

“The nice surprise,” Sun says, “is that 
the lower-priced bottles competed very 
well against their more expensive 
counterparts.”

“I’d definitely pay $90 for No. 5,” 
says Wright, who gives it—Domaine de 
Chevalier—his highest rating, four 
stars. Golodetz doesn’t agree, panning 
it with 1½ stars. “It’s so loaded with 
oak, there’s little room for any other 
flavor,” he insists. Jessen, Sun and I 
each give it three stars.

the tasting table 
on the 28th floor 
of bloomberg 
headquarters Several wines disappoint. Ch. Pi-

chon Longueville Comtesse de Lalande 
smells off, signaling a bad bottle. Ch. 
Canon seems disjointed, with a hit of 
high alcohol and green, stemmy notes 
among its lush fruit. Some merlot-
based 2009s from St.-Emilion, includ-
ing Canon, lack freshness and harmony.

Most of the wines, however, show 
concentration, power, exuberant and 
plush fruit, and a Ferrari-like flashiness,  
a result of the year’s almost perfect 
weather. Though Bordeaux reds fa-
mously need years of age to show their 
best, most of these seemed almost ready 
to drink now.

THe WINNer
     

Chateau d’Issan ($80) Our  
winner. Dense and classy, with  
cassis and herb flavors and silky  
sweet tannins

THe rUNNers-UP
     

Ch. Beychevelle ($120) A fraction behind 
d’Issan. Seamless, rich and elegant, with  
a long red-fruit finish

   
Ch. lagrange ($75) Luscious, sensual fruit 
with chocolaty notes. Drinkable now but will 
improve with age

Ch. lynch-Bages ($250) Concentrated, 
with savor, structure and balance. For  
the cellar

Domaine de Chevalier ($90) Sleek,  
polished and intense, with roasted-coffee 
notes and soft tannins

Ch. grand-Puy-lacoste ($100)  
Harmonious, savory, classic and precise

    
Ch. longueville au Baron de Pichon-
longueville ($220) Big, fat, spicy and  
dramatic, with plenty of complexity

Ch. Haut-Bailly ($210) Rounded and  
intense, with smoky hints of wood;  
needs time

  
Ch. Belair-monange ($235) Oaky, with 
easygoing, ripe flavors of very sweet dark fruit

   
Ch. Corbin ($40) Plummy and showy with 
plenty of oak but lacks complexity

Ch. Canon ($190) Very ripe dark-fruit  
flavors with herbaceous notes and high  
alcohol. Disjointed now; needs time

 
Ch. Pichon longueville Comtesse 
de lalande ($240) A rich, earthy taste  
with notes of chocolate but lacks fruit.  
An off bottle

Notes: Average scores were rounded up or down to the 
nearest half or whole star. Prices are those Bloomberg 
paid at New York retailer Sherry-Lehmann.

      Superb
      Outstanding
     Very good
    Good

geT oUr IPaD aPP.
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For a behind-the-scenes video of the tasting, 
download the May issue of blooMbErg 
MarkEts+ on your iPad at bit.ly/bbgmkts.


